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Clinicians and researchers utilize subjective, clinical classification systems to stratify lower extremity ulcer infections for treatment and research. The purpose of this study was to examine whether these clinical classifications are reflected in the ulcer’s transcriptome. RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was performed on biopsies from clinically infected lower extremity ulcers (n = 44). Resulting sequences were aligned to the host reference genome to create a transcriptome profile. Differential gene expression analysis and gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis were performed between ulcer severities as well as between sample groups identified by k-means clustering. Lastly, a support vector classifier was trained to estimate clinical infection score or k-means cluster based on a subset of genes. Clinical infection severity did not explain the major sources of variability among the samples and samples with the same clinical classification demonstrated high inter-sample variability. High proportions of bacterial RNA were identified in some samples, which resulted in a strong effect on transcription and increased expression of genes associated with immune response and inflammation. K-means clustering identified two clusters of samples, one of which contained all of the samples with high levels of bacterial RNA. A support vector classifier identified a fingerprint of 20 genes, including immune-associated genes such as CXCL8, GADD45B, and HILPDA, which accurately identified samples with signs of infection via cross-validation. This study identified a unique, host-transcriptome signature in the presence of infecting bacteria, often incongruent with clinical infection-severity classifications. This suggests that stratification of infection status based on a transcriptomic fingerprint may be useful as an objective classification method to classify infection severity, as well as a tool for studying host–pathogen interactions.
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Lower extremity ulcers present both humanistic and economic burdens to society. A UK study identified a prevalence of chronic lower extremity wounds in 6% of the population with management costs amounting to £328.8 million[1]. Diabetic-related foot ulcers (DFUs) are one type of lower extremity ulcer with a high burden. DFUs arise due to several factors, including compromised arterial circulation, peripheral neuropathy, and repeated injury. Many individuals also demonstrate dysregulation of the immune response and poor glycemic control. The combination of these complex comorbidities likely increases the potential of DFUs to develop infection and osteomyelitis [2,3]. More than 50% of DFUs will become infected [4], which increases the likelihood of poor clinical outcomes, risk of hospital admission, and lower extremity amputation [5,6]. DFUs may take weeks, months, or years to heal and 65% of patients develop a new ulcer within 5 years [3,7]. These cycles of re-
ulceration and/or infection contribute to reduced quality of life, increased morbidity, and mortality. Similarly, persons with leg ulcers can experience prolonged pain, social challenges, and decreased psychological well-being [6,8–10].

Several classification systems exist to stratify DFUs and grade infection severity. These include the Infectious Diseases Society of America/International Working Group on the Diabetic Foot (IDSA/IWGDF) guidelines [11], Wagner classification system [12], University of Texas system (UT) [13], site/ischemia/neuropathy/bacterial infection/depth (SINBAD) system [14], diabetic ulcer severity score (DUSS) [15], and perfusion/extent/depth/infection/sensation (PEDIS) systems [16]. These classifications combine clinical data and observations to stratify wounds, classify infections, guide treatment, and predict outcomes [17]. A well-known limitation of classification systems is that clinical observations are open to observer interpretation and may vary greatly, depending on the observer and/or the patient’s physiological state [18]. Underlying comorbidities, such as diabetes mellitus or peripheral arterial disease, further compound the clinical picture and have been implicated as causes of immune dysfunction and/or reduced infection symptoms [19,20].

Recent advances in RNA sequencing technologies have allowed high-resolution examination of gene expression in ulcer tissue and infecting bacteria at the bulk and single-cell level. For example, stratification by infection severity demonstrated increased microbial diversity and a unique host response in severe DFUs [21,22]. Wound healing has also been studied as an important outcome. Dysregulation of major transcriptional networks, such as those associated with migration of neutrophils and macrophages, and inflammation have been identified in non-healing wounds [23,24]. Single-cell RNA sequencing has associated differential macrophage polarization and unique subpopulations of fibroblasts with improved wound healing [23,25,26]. Furthermore, transcriptomic studies have identified unique transcriptomes in bacteria during chronic infection and bacteria-specific responses [27,28]. Studies examining transcription as a factor of infection severity often utilize clinical scores to classify infected samples, though there is evidence that clinical infection scores do not correspond with bacterial load [18]. Studies of the human transcriptome also generally perform host mRNA enrichment, making the simultaneous observation of bacterial and host RNA transcripts impossible.

In this study, we analyzed RNA sequencing data from clinically infected DFU biopsies to examine the effect of bacterial load on host transcription and correlation to clinical parameters. We assessed both the clinical infection severity score (IDSA) as well the quantity of bacterial mRNA in the samples to explain changes in the host transcriptome. We then identified differentially expressed genes and pathways which are characteristic for DFUs with high proportions of bacterial RNA. From these genes, we develop a transcriptomic fingerprint of ~20 genes, which could be utilized to identify infected DFUs and guide treatment.

**METHODS**

**Sample collection and external data sources**

This study included tissue biopsies (n = 30) collected from the Liverpool Hospital (LHS) High-Risk Foot Service, Liverpool Hospital, Liverpool, Australia. External RNA-sequencing data (n = 16) were obtained from Heravi et al. [22]. This external data included clinically infected DFUs graded by infection severity score (PEDIS/IDSA) and processed with similar methodologies for RNA sequencing as the LHS data. These external data were also included to provide a source of inter-laboratory variation. LHS samples were collected from patients presenting with an infected foot ulcer, where a punch biopsy was taken post-debridement from the edge of the ulcer. Detailed tissue collection methods are described in Supplementary Information (SI). All tissue samples were immediately placed into RNAlater (ThermoFisher Scientific, Vinius, Lithuania), incubated at 4°C for 24 h, and then frozen at −80°C until RNA extraction. The clinical metadata categories of interest were ulcer duration (0 = <2 weeks, 1 = 2–4 weeks, and 2 = >4 weeks), PEDIS/IDSA infection score (2 = mild, 3 = moderate, and 4 = severe) [11].

**RNA extraction, library preparation, and sequencing**

Frozen samples in RNAlater were thawed on ice. The tissue was removed and placed inside an empty, sterile Petri plate. A scalpel was used to cut a piece of tissue with a volume of approximately 0.5 cm³. RNA extraction was then performed chloroform/phenol phase separation, as previously described [27,29] with some modifications. The tissue was placed in a 2 mL microtube (Sarstedt, Nuembrecht, Germany) filled one-third with 2 mm and 0.1 mm diameter zirconia beads (Biospec, OK, USA). One milliliter of RNAlater (ThermoFisher Scientific, Vinius, Lithuania) was added. The samples were then thawed on ice at 4°C overnight. The samples were then thawed on ice and centrifuged (13 000 g and 1 mm diameter zirconia beads (Biospec, OK, USA). One milliliter of RNAlater (ThermoFisher Scientific, Vinius, Lithuania) containing 10 μL/mL β-mercaptoethanol was added to the tubes. The tubes were placed in a MagNA Lyzer instrument (Roche, Zug, Switzerland) and homogenized at maximum power for 3 × 30 s. Tubes were placed on ice for 1 min after each homogenization step. 200 μL of chloroform was added, and the samples were shaken vigorously for 30 s, incubated for 5 min on ice, and then centrifuged at 13 000 g for 30 min at 4°C. The upper aqueous phase was collected and placed in a new, 1.5 μL DNA Lo-Bind® centrifuge tubes (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). Ice-cold ethanol (0.5 mL) and 2 μL of 5 mg/mL linear acrylamide was added (ThermoFisher Scientific). The tubes were inverted several times and stored at −80°C overnight. The samples were then thawed on ice and centrifuged (13 000 g, 30 min, +4°C). The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was washed twice with fresh,
ice-cold 75% ethanol. The pellet was then resuspended in 20–65 µL nuclelease-free water. RNA concentration was quantified with a NanoDrop™ spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scientific). Contaminating DNA was removed by combining ~2.5 µg RNA with 3 µL RQ-1 RNase Free DNase (Promega, Madison, WI, USA), 3 µL DNase buffer solution, 1 µL Riboguard™ RNase inhibitor (Lucigen, Middleton, WI, USA), and nuclelease-free water to a final volume of 30 µL. The DNase-treated RNA was then re-purified with the RNA Bee protocol described above and then stored at ~8°C. Ribosomal RNA depletion was performed with the 10:1 human:pan-prokaryote riboPOOLS (protocol version: 1.4.2; siTOOLS Biotech, Planegg, Germany). The NEBNext® Ultra II RNA library preparation kit (cat: E7775S; New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) was used to prepare cDNA libraries. Concentrations and quality of the final libraries were assessed with a Qubit 4 fluorometer (ThermoFisher Scientific) and Agilent Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Samples were sequenced on a Novaseq6000 sequencing instrument (Illuminia, San Diego, CA, USA) with an S2 flow cell for 200 cycles to generate 100 bp, paired-end reads.

QC processing, alignment, quantification, and bias control of sequence data

All raw sequence data, including external data, were processed at the same time and with the same pipeline (DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6586732). Adapter and quality trimming was performed with cutadapt 2.4 [30]. Reads less than 20 nucleotides after trimming were discarded. For analysis of host reads, in-silico rRNA depletion was performed with SortMeRNA v.2.1b against the SILVA rRNA databases to remove eukaryotic, bacterial, or archaeal ribosomal sequences. The reads were then aligned to the GRCCh38 human genome assembly (GCA_000001405.15, RefSeq, full analysis set), including all alternative haplotypes and unlocalized scaffolds, with bwa-mem using default settings (v. 0.7.16a). Aligned reads mapping to exon features in the NCBI RefSeq annotation were quantified with featureCounts [31]. Any samples containing <1 million reads were discarded from the analysis. Any exonic features which represented other transcript types, such as ncRNA and tRNA, were also removed from the analysis. To normalize for batch differences between data sets, differential gene expression was performed with LHS data and the exter-

Principal component analysis, k-means clustering, and differential gene expression

The count data were normalized using DESeq2’s variance stabilizing transformation (vst, blind = TRUE, nsub = 1000) and analyzed with the prcomp function in R with no additional scaling. The first two principal components were plotted (Fig. 1). Component loading analysis and principal component correlations were performed with the R package, PCAtools. Spearman correlation with ben-

RESULTS

RNA sequencing was performed on 30 DFU biop-
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Fig. 1. (A–C) Characterization of host gene expression ulcer transcriptomes (n = 12,378 genes) by principal component analysis. Points are colored by: (A) IDSA/PEDIS infection severity score [2: Mild, 3: Moderate, and 4: Severe, (B) ulcer duration [0: Less than 2 weeks, 1: 2 to 6 weeks, and 2: Greater than 6 weeks], and (C) percentage of all RNA-seq reads classified to bacteria. (D) Component loadings for the top 5% of positive and negatively weighted genes for PC1 to PC3. Points are shaded by component loading value. (E) Spearman correlation coefficients of metadata variables with positioning of a samples along PC1 to PC6. Significance tests were performed with benjamini–hochberg p-value correction for multiple comparisons [**: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05]. (F) Scree plot demonstrating the percent of explained variance for PC1 to PC20. The red line represents the cumulative percentage of explained variance across these PCs.
Presence of bacteria is associated with shift in host transcriptome

To evaluate the effect of bacteria on the host transcriptome, the vst-transformed host expression data \((n = 44)\) were summarized by principal component analysis (PCA). The results of the PCA analysis are plotted in Fig. 1. The first two principal components summarized 49.1% of the overall variability. We observed that the majority of samples clustered positively \((0–50)\) along the first principal component \((PC1)\), while a subset of samples was spread across PC1 in the negative direction \((-175 \text{ to } 0)\). The samples were evenly distributed along PC2. To determine which factors affected this positioning, we tested whether clinical metadata variables or percentage of bacterial reads in the samples correlated with any of the first 10 principal components.

The proportion of bacteria/human reads was the only factor showing significant correlation along either PC1 or PC2 \((r^2 = 0.29, \ p < 0.05, \ \text{Spearman correlation with Benjamini–Hochberg correction})\). Levels of C-reactive protein as well as infection classification score showed slightly significant correlation to PC4, but this represented only a small proportion of the overall variability in the data. Additionally, the effect of increased proportions of bacterial reads was more prominent than batch variability between sources (Fig. 1C, Fig. S1).

To further demonstrate that the positioning represented biological effects of bacteria rather than confounding factors, such as decreased sequencing depth of the host due to the high presence of bacteria, we examined which genes drive the variation across PC1 (Fig. 1D). Of the top 5% most weighted genes, the genes with the strongest loading in the negative direction included inflammatory cytokines (CXCL8, CXCL5, IL6, IL11), keratinocyte factors associated with bacterial infection (KRT6A), and a matrix metalloprotease induced under inflammation (MMP1). The genes with the strongest positive loading included collagens associated with extracellular matrix deposition (COL14A1, COL3A1, COL1A2), actin-binding (SYNPO2), apoptosis (SFRP4), alcohol metabolism (ADH1B), complement (C7), and cellular gap junctions (GJB2). This suggested that shift in positioning across PC1 in the negative direction is due to increased expression of immune-related genes, likely in response to bacterial infection.

Enrichment of immune processes and inflammation in samples with high bacterial activity

To confirm that samples with increased bacterial activity represented a specific transcriptomic response and to generate groups for comparative analysis, we performed k-means clustering on the normalized expression data. This analysis identified two cluster of samples, C1 \((n = 8)\) and C2 \((n = 36)\) (Fig. 2A). The mean proportion of bacterial:human reads per sample was significantly higher in C2 \((t = 4.0367, \ p\text{-value} = 0.005, \ \text{Welch} \ t\text{-test}; \ \text{Fig. 2C})\). We then tested for genes that showed differential expression between these two clusters using DESeq2. This analysis identified 2665 genes differentially expressed \((|\text{log2FoldChange}| > 2, \ \text{adjusted} \ \ p\text{-value} < 0.05)\) between these two groups. Of these, 238 and 2427 genes showed significantly increased expression in C1 and C2, respectively. In comparison, only 113 genes were significantly differentially expressed between different levels of IDSA/PEDIS, likely due to high variability among samples with the same clinical classification.

C1 demonstrated increased expression of the cytokines \((CXCL12, \ CXCL13)\) and cadherins \((CD34, \ CD36)\). C2 demonstrated increased expression of \(S100A8/9\) and \(S100A12\). \textsc{Adam8} showed significantly increased expression in C2. In C2, we identified significantly increased expression of several leukocyte-associated cytokines \((CXCL8, \ CXCL2, \ CXCL16, \ IL6, \ etc.)\) and cadherins \((CD53, \ CD69)\). We also observed increased expression of NFKB, but also relatively higher expression NFKB inhibitors \((NFKBIA, \ NFKBIZ)\). Though
Fig. 2. (A) Two clusters (C1 and C2) were identified by k-means analysis. Results are displayed projected over the principal component analysis plot of all genes (n = 12,378) with points colored by k-means cluster. Samples are labeled by ID, where samples prefixed with “P” and “HH” are from this study and Heravi et al. [22], respectively. (B) Gene ontology (GO) terms for GO biological processes showing a significant overrepresentation (Fisher’s exact test) of genes identified as differentially expressed between C1 and C2. The top 5 overrepresented pathways for cluster 1 (green) and cluster 2 (violet) are shown. (C) Percentage of RNA-seq reads classified to bacteria relative to the total number of reads classified as either bacterial or host for C1 (green) and C2 (purple). The mean percentage of bacterial:human reads was significantly higher in C2 (t = 4.04, p = 0.004, Welch t-test). (D) Relative activity (percentage of RNA reads for a specific species relative to all bacterial reads, %) for bacterial species with relative activity >5%. Only samples with greater than 10% bacterial reads are shown.
differentially expressed in C2, expression of TNF-alpha was low.

To examine whether the genes differentially expressed between the C1 (low bacterial activity) and C2 (high bacterial activity) represented enrichment of known biological processes, we performed a Gene Ontology enrichment analysis using PANTHER (Fig. 2B). In the cluster with high bacterial activity (C2), we identified enrichment of 28 pathways (FDR < 0.05), including the specific subclasses, “cellular response to lipopolysaccharide” (GO: 0071222), “immune response-regulating signaling pathway” (GO:0002764), “inflammatory response” (GO: 0006954), and “innate immune response” (GO: 0045087). In C1, there were 15 significantly enriched pathways (FDR < 0.05), including “collagen fibril organization” (GO:0030199), “collagen metabolic process” (GO:0032963), “complement activation” (GO:0006956), and “cell-matrix adhesion” (GO:0007160).

**Differential host response to Staphylococcus aureus**

To investigate which bacterial species were present and active in the samples, KRAKEN was used to identify reads originating from bacteria and assign taxonomy (Fig. 2D). In four of the six samples with high bacterial signals, at least 50% of the reads classified to bacteria were identified to a single species (S. aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis, Proteus mirabilis, or Porphyromonas asaccharolytica). We hypothesized that samples with increased signals of infection (i.e., C2) would display decreased alpha diversity of active bacteria (i.e., species with >5% of reads in a sample). There was, however, no significant difference in the number of active species between the clusters (t = -0.071, p = 0.94, Welch t-test) for species. We further investigated whether S. aureus, which was highly active in 2 of 8 samples in C2 (mean relative activity: P502=47.1%, P509=96.3%), was also present in other samples with lower signals of infection (i.e., C1). Interestingly, S. aureus was also found with at least a 10% relative activity in 13 of 36 samples in C1 (mean relative activity: 37.4% ± 25). S aureus was only associated with increased immune response and inflammation in samples with a high proportion of bacterial:human reads (P502, P509) and high relative activity, supporting its dual role as both a pathogen and a commensal organism.

**Definition and validation of transcriptomic fingerprint to classify ulcer status**

To identify a small set of genes, which could be used to identify samples with a bacterial infection, a support vector classifier (SVC) was applied to the RNA-seq data to select a reduced set of gene features to define each cluster. Results of this analysis are displayed in Fig. 3. Twenty gene features were selected from the model as useful classifiers to differentiate between samples in C1 and C2 (Fig. 3A, B). We evaluated the accuracy of the classifier when trained with between 1 and 100 features and obtained high accuracy with less than 10 genes, but conservatively included 20 genes to increase the robustness of the model (Fig. 3D). Several of the identified genes were associated with immune cells and inflammation, including CXCL8 (neutrophil recruitment [35]), GADD45B (stress-response[36]), HILPDA (macrophage infiltration [37]), and KIF21B (T-cell polarization [38]). The normalized expression of these genes was also clearly elevated in C2 relative to C1 (Fig. 3E). Genes that were negative classifiers for C2 (i.e., demonstrated decreased expression in C1) included metalloproteases MMP10 and MMP12, the collagen matrix protein COL1A2, and the chemokine CCL21. The feature with the largest coefficient was SLCO2A1, which showed increased expression in C1.

We additionally performed the same analysis on the PEDIS/IDSA score to evaluate whether a similar model could predict clinical PEDIS/IDSA infection scores (Figs S2, S3). This model only achieved a maximum of 75–80% accuracy for predicting the PEDIS/IDSA score of the testing data with ~30 gene features (Fig. S4). This was also to be expected, as there did not appear to be a difference in gene expression for the features selected as good classifiers for PEDIS/IDSA score (Fig. S3).

**DISCUSSION**

This study examined clinically infected DFUs to investigate whether clinical infection classification or ulcer duration reflect ulcers’ gene expression profiles, determined by RNA sequencing. We observed that most of the variability in the data was not described by infection severity classification or ulcer duration. Rather, that the proportion of bacterial reads was a driving force in transcriptomic variation. Unsupervised clustering identified two groups of samples in the data, where one group demonstrated significantly increased bacterial activity. These groups were inconsistent with an ulcer’s infection classification and duration, despite the samples clustering in the same cluster. Samples with increased proportions of bacteria exhibited increased expression of genes associated with immune cells and inflammation, suggesting a direct response to the bacterial threat. We then identified
Fig. 3. (A) Coefficient values for the top 20 genes extracted from the support vector classifier. (B) Gene symbols and products for identified features. (C) Receiver operating characteristic curve from cross-validation (sixfold, stratified) analysis. Given the 20 gene fingerprint, the classifier performed with 100% accuracy for classifying test samples in each fold. (D) Plot of classifier accuracy vs number of features included in the classifier and tested via stratified, sixfold crossvalidation for each number of features. (E) Normalized expression values for genes selected as positive predictive genes for cluster 2. (F) Normalized expression values for genes selected as positive predictive genes for cluster 1.
CONCLUSIONS

This study identified and characterized a unique, host-gene expression pattern resulting from host-pathogen interactions in lower extremity ulcer infection. High proportions of bacterial RNA in a sample resulted in a consistent shift in host gene expression toward increased immune response and inflammation. Patterns of host gene expression were often inconsistent with clinical infection severity classifications. Expression levels of a set of ~20 host genes could consistently identify samples with high proportions of bacterial RNA. Such a transcriptomic fingerprint may provide a useful tool for clinicians and researchers to classify infection state in lower extremity ulcers.
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Fig. S1 PCA plot of vst-normalized count data prior to normalization for batch effects of (a) Source and (b) proportion of bacterial: human reads identified by RNA-seq.

Fig. S2 (a–c) Coefficients for the 20 genes selected as a “fingerprint” for IDSA/PEDIS infection severity score for classification of (a) IDSA 2- mild, (b) IDSA 3- moderate, and (c) IDSA 4 – severe infections. (d) Gene symbols and product names for the 20 genes identified as the IDSA/PEDIS fingerprint.

Fig. S3 VST-normalized gene expression values for the 20 genes selected to be effective classifiers of IDSA/PEDIS infection severity scores of 2 (“mild,” red), 3 (“moderate,” green), and 4 (“severe”, blue). Samples missing IDSA/PEDIS values are displayed in the far-right group for each gene. Despite being classified as effective classifiers based on their coefficient weights in the SVC model, the expression of the majority of these genes appears similar between groups.

Fig. S4 Classifier accuracy for identifying IDSA/PEDIS scores of unknown samples with increasing number of gene features included in the model. Accuracy was taken as the mean accuracy between folds based on a six-fold stratified cross-validation for each number genes.

Fig. S5 PCA plot of vst-normalized count data for host gene expression prior to (left) and post (right) removal of the data point HH5. HH5 was identified as an extreme outlier, relative to any of the other samples in the study, by the authors. Due to the disproportionate amount of variance contributed by HH5 relative to similar samples from the same data set, it was excluded from the analysis.

Data S1 Supplementary data, including metadata, read count tables, gene ontology results, and adapter trimming/rRNA depletion statistics.